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1. (9 points)
For each of the following vocabulary terms, write a concise 1-2 sentence definition. Be brief, and to the point.

(a) [3 pts] boolean expression

(b) [3 pts] nested loop

(c) [3 pts] syntax error

2. (7 points)
For each of the following multiple choice questions, indicate the best correct answer. Indicate your selected answer by circling it.

(a) [1 pt] The list \([2, 1, 4, 3, "5"]\) can not be sorted by .sort() because the last element is a string.   A. True   B. False

(b) [1 pt] The list \([2, 1, 4, 3, "5"]\) can not be reversed by .reverse() because .reverse() will fail when there is a string in a list of numbers.  A. True  B. False
(c) [1 pt] Which name below will give an error message because it is \textbf{not} a valid Python variable name?

A. picture-1
B. picture_1
C. picture1
D. picture
E. None of the above

(d) [1 pt] Assume the following code has been executed by the python interpreter:

```python
def mysteryFunc():
    x = 17
    return print(x)

def mysteryFunc2():
    for x in range(5, 15):
        print(x)
    return x

x = [1, 2, 3]
x = x.append(4)
a = mysteryFunc()
b = mysteryFunc2()
```

Which of the following is correct?

A. The value in x is \([1, 2, 3, 4]\)
B. The value in a is 17
C. the value in b is 14
D. the value in b is 15
E. The value in b is 5
F. The value in b is \textit{None}
(e) [1 pt] Read the following segments of code.

```python
a = 10
b = 20
c = 30
if a == 10:
    if b > 20:
        print("first")
elif b == 20:
    print("second")
if c > 35:
    print("third")
elif c <= 35:
    if a < 50:
        print("fourth")
    if b > 0:
        print("fifth")
else:
    print("sixth")
else:
    print("seventh")
```

Select a piece of text that is printed when it is executed:

A. first is printed
B. second is printed
C. third is printed
D. fourth is printed
E. sixth is printed
F. seventh is printed

(f) [1 pt] Which of these statements is a legal expression?

A. “A” + “B”
B. “A” - “B”
C. “A” * “B”
D. “A” / “B”

(g) [1 pt] Assume the following code has been executed by the python interpreter:

```python
dataType = 2**4*1/(3%2)
```

What is the type of the data referenced by the dataType variable?

A. String B. Integer C. Float D. List E. NoneType
3. (*3 points*)
Consider the following lines of code:

```python
aList = [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]
bList = []
cList = []
for item in aList:
    if item % 2 == 0:
        bList.append(item)
    out = aList[-1]
    del aList[-1]
    cList = cList + [out]
```

What is stored in each variable after the code is executed?

aList =

bList =

cList =

4. (*7 points*)
Read the following pieces of code. After the python interpreter executes the code, what is stored in the cList, bList, and aList variables?

```python
>>> aList = [7, 9, 12]
>>> bList = aList[:]
>>> cList = aList
>>> cList[2] = 'cheese'
>>> aList = ['pizza', [5, '6', bList], aList]
```

(a) [3 pts] aList is:

(b) [2 pts] bList is:

(c) [2 pts] cList is:
5. (6 points)
Fill in the blanks so that, when run, the code below will output the following:

```python
>>> func1()
DooWaa
Diddy
Diddy
Dum
Diddy
Doo

def func1():
    print( "DooWaa" )
    for i in range( ___________________ ):
        print( ________________ )
        if i == ________________ :
            print("Dum")
            print("Doo")
```

6. (8 points)
Write a function named `countCapitals` that takes in a string as its only parameter, and returns an integer count of the number of capital letters in the string.

Example run:

```python
>>> result = countCapitals( "Hello There Wonderfull CS Student" )
>>> print( result )
6
```
7. (5 points)
Examine the following code:

```python
def trainCrash(x):
    while x <= 10:
        if x % 5 == 0:
            return "oh no, Crash!"
        if x % 3 == 0:
            print("I'm a train...")
        x = x + 1
        print("Choo-choo!")
    return "I'm too tired to go on"
```

If this code is called from the IDLE window as follows:

```python
y = trainCrash(8)
```

(a) [3 pts] What is displayed on the screen?

(b) [2 pts] What will be stored in the y variable from the example function call above?
8. *(10 points)*

Write a function called `addItems` that accepts two lists as parameters. It will return a list where each element is the sum of the elements at that position in the two lists given to the function. You may assume that the two lists will be of the same length, and that the items in each position are valid to add together using the `+` operator.

For example:

```python
>>> result = addItems([1,2,3, 'hi'], [1,1,1, ' there'])
>>> print(result)
[2, 3, 4, 'hi there']
```